MONDAY 5 JUNE 2017 – ZAGREB

Venue: Library of the Academy of sciences HAZU
9:00 – 9:30 Welcoming of the participants
9:30 – 9:40 Welcoming speech: Soraia LORENCO, President of the European Union National Institutes for Culture (EUNIC), Zagreb
9:40 – 10:00 Keynote speech: Catherine WIHTOL de WENDEN, National Center for Scientific Research CNRS, CERI - Sciences Po: “Actual patterns of migration flows. The challenge of migrations, boundaries and asylum in contemporary Europe”

10:00 – 13:00 ROUND TABLE N°1: BORDERS OF SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE, FROM THE VISIBLE TO THE INVISIBLE

10:00 – 11:30 Session 1
Moderated by: Sanja Klempić Bogadi, Institute for Migrations and Ethnic Studies
  > Vladimir NIKITOVIC, Institute of Social Sciences, Belgrade
  The demographic processes in the post-Yugoslavian space: could the borders make a difference?
  > Paul GRADVOHL, University of Lorraine
  Hungarian borders: a thousand-years-old enigma and a today trouble
  > Peter REMENYI, University of Pécs
  Borders as political resources - Changing perceptions of Hungary’s southern border
  > Damir JOSIPOVIC, Institute for Ethnic Studies, Ljubljana
  The problem of mutual understanding in boundary-setting process between Croatia and Slovenia

11:30 – 12:00 Coffee break
12:00 – 13:00  Session 2  
**Moderated by:** Luc Lévy, French Institute, Croatia

- **Federico TENCA MONTINI**, University of Teramo, University of Zagreb  
  *The border between Italy and (former) Yugoslavia*

- **François D’ALENCON**, Journalist, writer, La Croix  
  *The « Antemurale Christianitis » and the border guard syndrome*

- **Georges PREVELAKIS**, Sorbonne University, Sciences Po Center of International Research (CERI)  
  *Millet, Nation-State, Diasporas: the comeback of invisible borders*

13:00 – 14:00  Lunch break

14:00 – 15:30  ROUND TABLE N°2: TOWARD A EUROPE OF BORDERS?  
**Moderated by:** Sonja Podgorelec, Institute for Migrations and Ethnic Studies

- **Lisa HESCHL**, University of Graz (UNI-ETC).  
  *Borders in flow? Legal consequences of the shifting of EU’s external borders*

- **Pietro NEGLIE**, University of Trieste  
  *Science or sense of belonging. Borders in the Italian historiography*

- **Ruzica CICAK-CHAND**, Institute for Migrations and Ethnic Studies, Zagreb  
  *Borders of the European secularism – A case of Muslim immigrants*

- **François GEMENNE**, Sciences Po (Médialab), Paris  
  *Europe, refugees and our obsession with borders: A crisis of political courage*

- **Dubravka MLINARIĆ**, Snjezana GREGUROVIC, Institute for Migrations and Ethnic Studies, Zagreb  
  *Shaping boundaries on the European periphery: Croatian experiences*

15:30 – 16:00  Coffee break

16:00 – 17:30  ROUND TABLE N°3: BORDER WALLS AROUND THE WORLD  
**Moderated by:** François Gemenne, Sciences Po (Médialab), Paris

- **Alexandra NOVOSSELOFF**, Center on International Cooperation, New York University  
  *Isn’t the world too small for walls?*

- **Damien SIMONNEAU**, Paris XIII University, CERAL, Science Po Bordeaux  
  *The political show of a walled territory*

- **Stéphane ROSIERE**, University of Reims (URCA)  
  *International borders and temptation of “walls”*

- **Goranka LALIC-NOVAK**, Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb  
  *Improving border management and access to asylum by civil sector monitoring: is there a link?*

17:30 – 17:45  Concluding remark by Luc LÉVY, French Institute, Croatia

17:45 – 18:00  Borders and literature: Sara DE BALSI, University of Cergy-Pontoise and Paris VIII: *“Agota Kristof, a European writer”*

19:00 – 20:00  OPENING OF THE EXHIBITION “NO BORDERS 2017” AT ŽIVI ATELIER  
**Venue:** Živi atelier, 110 Ilica
Venue: Faculty of Philosophy, Rijeka
10:00 Departure from Zagreb
12:00 Arrival in Rijeka
12:00 - 12:30 Coffee and snacks in Rijeka, organized by the University

13:00 - 15:30 ROUND TABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF RIJEKA – BORDERS: SEPARATION, TRANSITION AND SHARING

Moderated by: Gruia Badescu, Center for Advanced Studies, University of Rijeka

> Anne-Laure AMILHAT-SZAZY, Grenoble-Alpes University
  The imaginary of border theory: what does contemporary art tell us about borders?

> Damien SIMONNEAU, Paris XIII University, CERAL, Science Po Bordeaux
  The political show of a walled territory

> Stéphane ROSIERE, University of Reims (URCA)
  International borders and temptation of “walls”

> Alexandra NOVOSSELOFF, Center on International Cooperation, New York University
  Isn’t the world too small for walls?

16:00-17:30 Late lunch organized by Rijeka 2020 at the restaurant Nebuloza
17:30 – 18:45 Short walking tour, guided by Ivana Golob

19:00 - 23:00 FILM PROGRAMME

19:00 – 20:30 Screening of the Italian movie Za sina (Per un Figlio - for a Son) at cinema art Kino with Julian Wijesekara (actor) and Gina Bruno (producer); 74min

21:00 Screening of the French documentary Škola Babilonska (La cour de Babel - School of Babel); 89 min.